Atom interferometry has become one of the most powerful technologies for precision measurements. In order to develop simple, precise and versatile atom interferometers for inertial sensing, we demonstrate an atom interferometer measuring acceleration, rotation, and inclination by pointing Raman beams toward individual faces of a pyramidal mirror. Only a single diode laser is used for all functions, including atom trapping, interferometry, and detection. Efficient Doppler-sensitive Raman transitions are achieved without velocity selecting the atom sample, and with zero differential AC Stark shift between the cesium hyperfine ground states, increasing signal-to-noise and suppressing systematic effects. We measure gravity along two axes (vertical and 45 • to the vertical), rotation, and inclination with sensitivities of 6 µm/s 2 / √ Hz, 300 µrad/s/ √ Hz, and 4 µrad/ √ Hz, respectively. This work paves the way toward deployable multiaxis atom interferometers for geodesy, geology, or inertial navigation.
INTRODUCTION
Light-pulse atom interferometers (AIs) [1] use the recoil momentum from photon-atom interactions to coherently split and recombine matter waves. They have been used for measuring gravity [2] [3] [4] , the gravity gradient [5] [6] [7] , rotation [8] [9] [10] , fundamental constants [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and for testing fundamental laws of physics [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Since the laser wavelength defines the photon momentum with high precision, AIs are accurate. Thus they are ideal candidates for inertial sensing or navigation. For this purpose, AIs need to be simple, reliable, and sensitive to multiple axes of acceleration and rotation. Even transportable single-axis AIs, however, require several lasers and laser amplifiers for atom trapping, interferometry, and detection [25] [26] [27] [28] . So far, the only AI with six-axis sensing utilized two parabolically launched atom clouds and a complex combination of separate interferometry setups [29] . It achieved a sensitivity of 22 µrad/s/ √ Hz and 16 µm/s 2 / √ Hz for rotation and acceleration, respectively. Two-axis of rotations and one-axis of acceleration have also been demonstrated in an atomic fountain interferometer with atomic point sources and spatially resolved detection [30] . An atomic sensor using Bose-Einstein condensates has simultaneously measured gravity and magnetic field gradients [31] . A dual-axis accelerometer and gyroscope atom interferometer has been built by launching and recapturing two cold ensembles toward each other [32] . These examples illustrate that multiaxis AIs are more complex than single-axis ones. Additionally, other advances towards field operations, such as cold atom pyramidal gravimeters [33] , atom interferometers with short integration time [34] , atom interferometers with optical lattice [35] , and atom interferometry in an optical cavity [36] or a warm vapor [37] , and atom-chip gravimeters [38] have been demonstrated as well. However, multiaxis operation and simplicity have yet to come together in AIs. Generally, the laser system contributes the most complexity. Magneto-optical traps (MOTs) require six orthogonal beams and matter-wave splitters need relatively high laser intensity and low phase noise. Besides, specific laser frequencies are demanded for different procedures. In order to construct simple and reliable laser systems, fiber lasers [39] and integrated diode lasers [40] are developed. However, to our knowledge, AIs have never been operated based on a single diode laser without optical amplifiers. Laser systems with a single diode laser and pulsed modulators can avoid frequency-locking or phase-locking between different lasers and thus improve robustness. Without optical amplifiers, laser systems will also gain simplicity and power efficiency.
Here, we demonstrate a multiaxis AI based on a single diode laser and a pyramidal MOT. The pyramidal geometry requires only a single laser beam to trap atoms and form a vertical atom interferometer. Additional beams, orthogonal to the pyramidal faces, allow for a total of five AIs along different axes. Using the Mach-Zehnder geometry and the butterfly geometry allows for measuring acceleration and rotation separately. A single diode laser serves the multiaxis AI to maintain simplicity. With efficient two-photon Raman transitions and zero differential AC Stark shift, high-contrast fringes have been achieved using a µK-sample without velocity selection. As a demonstration, we achieve a sensitivity of 6 µm/s 2 / √ Hz, 300 µrad/s/ √ Hz, and 4 µrad/ √ Hz for acceleration, rotation, and inclination, respectively, limited by vibrational noise. This work offers a path towards building simple, precise and multiaxis AIs.
MULTIAXIS ATOM INTERFEROMETRY
Figure 1(a) shows the principle of the multiaxis atom interferometry in a pyramid. The pyramid consists of four orthogonal reflection faces. A MOT is created inside the pyramid by irradiating one laser beam vertically toward the entire pyramid, where six orthogonal trapping beams can be generated by the reflections [41, 42] . Utilizing the incidence and its reflections from either the whole pyramid or individual pyramidal faces as matter-wave splitters, we can build one vertical AI as well as four angled AIs along different axes.
The matter-wave splitter of our AI is based on Dopplersensitive two-photon Raman transitions between the F = 3 and F = 4 hyperfine ground states of cesium atoms [43] . An atom, initially in the state |F = 3, p = 0 , is transferred to a state |F = 4, p = 2hk , wherehk is the photon momentum. To make a beam splitter, a π/2 pulse places the atom in a superposition of the two states. A mirror is formed by a π-pulse, which has a 100% probability of changing the state.
As shown in Fig. 1(b) , Mach-Zehnder interferometry is performed by a π/2 − π − π/2 pulse sequence and is used for measuring acceleration. We assume a · ΩT 0 and Ω · v 0 are negligible compared to the acceleration a and the gravity g, where Ω is the rotation, T 0 is the sequence time, and v 0 is the initial velocity of the atom cloud at the first laser pulse. This condition is fulfilled, e.g., in stationary operation or aboard moving vehicles. The phase shift [29] caused by a and g is expressed as
where k is the effective wave vector of two counterpropagating photons and T is the pulse separation time. A vertical interferometer (addressed by the vertical laser beam and its reflection from the pyramid) and at least two angled ones (formed by beams aimed directly at a pyramid face) allows us to measure the full acceleration vector a = (a x , a y , a z ). A matter wave (blue and orange curves) is coherently split, redirected and combined by momentum transfer from laser pulses (green waves).
To measure rotation independent of acceleration, we use the butterfly geometry with a π/2 − π − π − π/2 pulse sequence, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The rotation-induced phase shift [9, 29] is
Since g is along the z axis, two components of rotation (Ω x , Ω y ) can be measured using laser beams pointing at two different pyramid faces. Additionally, measurement of Ω z can be achieved by applying appropriate acceleration in the xy plane to the interferometer. This allows us to measure the full rotation vector Ω = (Ω x , Ω y , Ω z ).
SINGLE-DIODE ATOM INTERFEROMETRY A. Single-diode laser system
Atom interferometers consist of three procedures: atom cloud preparation, interferometry, and population detection. Only one diode laser is used for all the functions. The laser system is shown in Fig. 2 (a). All laser radiation originates from a 240-mW distributed Bragg reflector diode laser (Photodigm, PH852DBR240T8). A sample of its power is sent to Doppler-free polarization spectroscopy, frequency stabilizing ("locking") the laser to the cesium F = 4 → F = 4/5 D 2 crossover transition at 852 nm. An acousto-optical modulator (AOM 1) shifts the sample so that the light reaching the atoms can be at the MOT frequency (about 10 MHz red from the 4 − 5 transition) or the detection frequency (resonant with 4 − 5). Adding an offset voltage at the servo input jumps the lock point to the F = 4 → F = 4 transition and generates the large detuning necessary for polarization gradient cooling. The timing sequences of our atom interferometry is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The MOT cooling light is the undeflected beam after AOM 3; a repumping frequency is generated by sending a sample of the laser through a fiber electro-optical modulator (EOM). To avoid instability resulting from interference with the MOT light, the EOM is driven such that the carrier frequency is nulled. A liquid crystal retarder is placed after the fiber to convert the linear polarization to the circular polarization, so that counterpropagating σ + /σ − polarization pairs are formed inside the pyramid. Before interferometry, a microwave pulse followed by a blow-away laser pulse (resonant with 4 − 5) selects atoms into the magnetically insensitive state. The Raman frequency pairs for the interferometer are formed by the carrier and the first-order sidebands from the EOM. The Raman pulses have high intensity in the fiber EOM, but their pulse duration is too short to cause photo-refractive damage to the crystal. To minimize phase noise, the EOM is driven by a phase-locked dielectric resonator oscillator. The pyramidal geometry enables lin ⊥ lin polarization in the vertical AI, and σ + /σ + or σ − /σ − polarization in the angled AIs. The vertical laser to the pyramid is blocked by a shutter when the angled AIs are operated.
For detecting the F = 3 and F = 4 populations at the interferometer output ports, a pushing beam, slightly red-detuned to the F = 4 → F = 5 transition, horizontally separates atoms in the two hyperfine ground states [44] . Both the cooling beam and repumping beam are then used for fluorescence imaging. A camera images both populations simultaneously, which makes the interference fringe immune to the fluctuation of atom number and imaging laser power.
B. Zero differential AC Stark shift with small detuning
In order to drive Raman transitions with modest laser intensity, the performance with a small single photon detuning is investigated. Figure 3(a) shows the energy levels and laser frequencies involved in the Raman transitions. The transitions must satisfy several requirements. Rapid Raman transitions (π-pulse time 10-20 µs) are needed in order to address all atoms from the thermal velocity distribution of the MOT efficiently, but it requires high laser intensity and/or small single-photon detuning ∆. For high accuracy and fringe contrast, the AC Stark shift of the F = 3 and F = 4 states needs to be equal, so that it cancels out of the interferometer phase [2] . We calculate the effective two-photon Rabi frequency Ω eff , the differential AC Stark shift Ω AC , and the single-photon scattering rate R sc . To do so, we define A n = √ I/I sat ΓJ n (β)/ √ 2 to describe the amplitude of each EOM sideband, where I is the total laser intensity, I sat is the saturation intensity, Γ is the linewidth, J n is the Bessel function of order n and β is the modulation index of the EOM. With this, we have
where M F ,± F,m F = F, m F |F , m F ± 1 are the cesium D 2 dipole matrix elements for σ ± transitions, expressed as multiples of J = 1/2||er||J = 3/2 [45] , ∆ F = nω hs + ω F F + ∆ is the effective detuning of F = 3 or 4, −hω F 4 is the energy of the |F excited state relative to the |F = 5 state, and ω F 3 = ω F 4 − ω hs . The ground state hyperfine splitting ω hs is also the EOM driving frequency, and ∆ is the detuning of the carrier relative to the F = 4 → F = 5 transition. The scattering rates for atoms starting in F = 3 or F = 4 are
From these, the scattering probability for an entire interferometer can be calculated. A suitable detuning ∆/(2π) −160 MHz (slightly dependent on β), can be found for which Ω AC vanishes and both Ω eff , R sc are acceptable. This detuning can easily be reached with an AOM. In this case, the theoretical limit on the contrast of MachZehnder fringes from single-photon scattering is approximately 40%. 
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. Experiment
The pyramid is in a glass cube of 25.4 × 25.4 × 25.4 mm 3 , dielectrically coated for equal phase shift at two orthogonal polarizations at 45 • . The vertical AI (and MOT and detection) beam has a waist of 15 mm (1/e 2 radius) and a power of ∼ 60 mW before the pyramid. The diagonal beams have waists of 12 mm (1/e 2 radius) and power of ∼ 40 mW.
We capture approximately 5 million atoms from background cesium vapor in 1 s. With increased laser detuning of -160 MHz and decreased (∼ 1/4) laser power, polarization gradients cool the atoms to about 2 µK in 5 ms. The cooling beam is turned off 1 ms before the repumping beam to ensure that all the atoms stay in F = 4. As the atoms freely fall, a microwave π-pulse (100 µs and +20 dBm) followed by a blow-way laser pulse selects ∼ 5 × 10 5 atoms from |F = 4, m F = 0 into |F = 3, m F = 0 with a bias field of 500 mG. During interferometry, the magnetic quantization axis is aligned with the direction of the Raman pairs in order to enhance the Raman transition between |F = 3, m F = 0 and |F = 4, m F = 0 .
As a proof of multiaxis atom interferometry, we demonstrate three AIs on a passive vibration isolation platform (minusK, 150BM-1) placed on an optical table. One AI uses the vertical Raman pair, and the other two use angled Raman pairs. The vertical AI is operated with π/2 − π − π/2 sequences for gravity measurement. The angled AIs are operated with π/2 − π − π/2 sequences and π/2 − π − π − π/2 sequences to measure the projected gravity with an angle of approximately 45 • and the earth's rotation rate. atoms. The ramp rate of the angled AI, at about 45 • to the vertical, is about 16 MHz/s, which is a factor of √ 2 smaller than that of the vertical one. While scanning the phase of the last interferometer pulse, the fringes are obtained by counting the atom populations in the two hyperfine ground states. In particular, the pulse sequence time of the vertical AI is constrained by the geometry of the apparatus and that of the angled AIs is limited by the Raman beam waist. The vertical AI has a fringe constrast of 18% with a sequence time of 80 ms. The angled AIs have a fringe constrast of 22% with a sequence time of 40 ms. As the sequence time is as short as 2 ms, the fringe contrast is improved to 30%. The decreasing contrast with longer sequence time can be explained by inhomogeneous Rabi flopping of the three Raman pulses.
B. Acceleration measurement
The top angle of pyramid is 90 • ±1 , which leads to a systematic error of 42 parts per billion for the vertical AI. For the angled AI, the accuracy of the top angle produces a negligible error in the alignment. However, the error of the projection angle results in systematic errors to the accelerations along x or y axis. Given an angle error of 1 at 45 • , the systematic error would be about 2 mm/s 2 . Figure 5 (a) shows the Allan deviation of the gravity measurement by the vertical AI, with the tide variation subtracted from the model. The sensitivity is 6 µm/s 2 / √ Hz. Measuring gravity continuously during 4 days, the tide variation has been observed, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The systematic error of the pyramidal top angle is negligible compared to the current sensitivity. Using a commercial tilt sensor (Jewell Instruments, 756-1326) to monitor the alignment between the Raman beam and the gravity axis, the long-term drift of the platform is calibrated. The sensitivity of the vertical AI is competitive to the state-of-the-art compact AIs [27] [28] [29] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The sensitivity can be further improved with a faster cycling rate, better vibration isolation, and longer sequence time. Our current cycling time is limited by the computer control software. Once this is overcome, the cycling rate can further be increased by shortening the MOT loading time. Additionally, the vibrational noise can be decreased by better vibration isolation, such as an active feedback system [46] . Finally, since the sensitivity scales with T 2 , it can be improved by longer sequence time. For example, a freely-falling time of ∼ 300 ms, corresponding to a length of ∼ 0.5 m, can improve the current sensitivity by one order of magnitude. 
C. Inclination measurement
The Mach-Zehnder AIs along the diagonal axes measure the projected gravity with an angle of approximately 45 • , which makes them sensitive to the angle variation between the Raman beam and the gravity axis. As the fiber ports of the Raman beams are also put on the vibration isolation platform, the angled AIs work as atomic inclinometers.
For long-term measurement, we observe that the fluctuation of the projected gravity is correlated with the tilt sensor, as shown in Fig. 6 . This fluctuation is the drift of the platform, which has a period of half an hour. It also indicates that the sensitivity of the vertical AI is limited by vibration noise. The sensitivity of the angled AI is about 25 µm/s 2 / √ Hz. According to the projection angle, gravity variation of about 150 µm/s 2 corresponds to the tilt of 21 µrad. The sensitivity of our atomic inclinometer is 4 µrad/ √ Hz, compared to 800 µrad/ √ Hz in previous work [47] . Figure 7 (a) shows interference fringes of a symmetric butterfly interferometer (i.e., with pulse separation times T/2, T, T/2) for rotation measurements. With a sequence time of 40 ms, we achieve a fringe contrast of 11%. The symmetric configuration is necessary to fully cancel the phase contribution from constant acceleration [48] . An asymmetric configuration could be used to suppress parasitic interferometers, further enhancing contrast [9, 10] . Although the relative AC Stark shift is small, it would still result in systematics for the rotation measurement. In order to cancel even this residual relative AC Stark shift, the rotationsensitive AI is operated with opposite effective wave vectors +k and −k. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , the phase sensitivity of the butterfly AI is 40 mrad for a single fringe measurement, which corresponds to the rotation rate sensitivity of 170 µrad/s. By operating the AI on the phase-sensitive slopes of the fringes, we achieve a sensitivity of about 300 µrad/s/ √ Hz for rotation measurement. The Earth's rotation rate is measured by the gyroscope. Using the angled Mach-Zehnder AI, we measure the absolute angle between the laser wave vector and the gravity axis. During the rotation rate measurement, the projection angle is monitored by the tilt sensor. We then obtain the Earth's rotation rate of 5(1) × 10 −5 rad/s after 20 min of averaging time. The expected rate at Berkeley (latitude 37.78 • ) is 57.9 µrad/s corresponding to a phase shift of 24 mrad. The phase sensitivity of our gyroscope is similar to that achieved by the state-of-art atom interferometry gyroscopes [10, 29] . The rotation rate sensitivity is constrained by the total phase accumulated from the rotation, which can be improved by longer sequence time.
D. Rotation measurement
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated multiaxis AIs with a singlediode laser system and a pyramidal MOT. Efficient Dopplersensitive Raman transitions are achieved using a small single photon detuning and modest laser intensity. With zero differential AC Stark shift and insignificant single photon scattering, high-contrast fringes are obtained. Gravity as well as the tilt of the platform are measured in Mach-Zehnder geometry with a sensitivity of 6 µm/s 2 / √ Hz and 4 µrad/ √ Hz, respectively. Rotation is measured using the butterfly geometry with a sensitivity of 300 µrad/s/ √ Hz. Being simple, precise, and capable of multiaxis operation, our multiaxis and single-diode AI has the potential to become a versatile atomic sensor in rough environments, such as drones, submarines or satellites. Comparing with classical inertial sensors, AIs are more accurate and have better long-term stability. Generally, AIs are too sensitive to operate in environments with strong vibration noise. In order to overcome this problem, either measuring vibration with another sensor or simultaneous multiple AIs are feasible. One example is that AIs have been operated on an airplane by monitoring the vibration noise with a mechanical accelerometer [27] . A simultaneous dual-species atom accelerometer has been proposed to cancel the common vibration noise [49] . Extending our multiaxis AI to simultaneous operation will make it immune to vibration and enable more applications. Furthermore, marrying our single-diode atom interferometry with grating-based or tetrahedral MOTs [50] [51] [52] [53] , more deployable atomic sensors are foreseeable, such as on-chip gravimeters, gradiometers and gyroscopes. 
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